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This paper describes the development of robust procedures yielding reliable
estimates of the nett sound power #ux associated with one-dimensional wave
motion under strongly reactive conditions in #ow ducts. In such reverberant
situations, the measurements must be su$ciently precise to clearly identify the
small fraction of the total #uctuating wave energy that is being propagated through
the system [1}4]. An expansion chamber, together with its inlet and outlet pipes
radiating into a semi-anechoic space, was chosen as a simple but su$ciently
representative example of such systems. Various practical problems, such as those
arising from low signal-to-noise ratios, or any inadequacies of microphone
calibration were investigated in detail, along with various strategies for minimizing
their in#uence on the realism and reliability of the associated measurements. The
most e!ective procedures were identi"ed by performing a sequence of comparisons
between the resulting measurements and checking them against data generated
with an existing and well-veri"ed prediction code.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The noise from road tra$c, and other land transport systems, has a major
disturbing in#uence on the domestic environment. So also does noise from
industrial, construction and agricultural processes and plant, where the sound
emission from the exhaust and intake of an internal combustion engine often makes
a signi"cant contribution [1, 2]. Here, noise associated with the pulsating #ow is
often enhanced by vortex noise ampli"ed by reverberation [3}8] or acoustic
feedback. The coupled excitation of a tuned resonator by shed vorticity in a #owing
#uid, often described as edge tone, has long been recognized as a primary generator
of musical sound. Thus, in any reverberant situation, which includes tuned lengths
of pipe, the rate of vortex shedding may be controlled by acoustic feedback [8] and
thus synchronized by resonance, resulting in the coherent generation or
ampli"cation of sound.

The aeroacoustic generation of sound and its prediction has been a topic of
active research, at least since the production of jet propelled aircraft, if not prior to
this in the context of industrial and other transport activities. Furthermore,
empirical studies of the production of musical sounds by wind instruments predate
022-460X/00/090915#18 $35.00/0 ( 2000 Academic Press
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historical records. Although many of the basic physical mechanisms have been
understood almost from the beginning, realistic quantitative predictions [3] have
always relied on observed sound emissions either at model or full scale. In systems
with complex geometry, such as intake or exhaust systems, or industrial pipe
networks, the identi"cation of the sources of acoustic excitation (and also of sound
absorbers or sinks) involves local measurement of the associated acoustic
characteristics including the sound power #ux. It turns out that such measurements
in #ow ducts have presented severe problems in separating the #ow-induced
turbulent #uid dynamic pressure #uctuations or #ow noise from those more
coherent contributions generally associated with the acoustic wave motion.

There exists an extensive and rapidly expanding literature [2] describing sound
propagation in exhaust systems, together with the associated prediction software
packages; however, none of those currently available include quantitative estimates
of the contributions of #ow-generated noise to the predicted sound emissions. The
increases in exhaust #ow velocity, and thus #ow noise, that accompany continuous
development in engine performance, with the necessity of complying with ever
more restrictive noise legislation, provide a strong incentive to improve
quantitative understanding of the aeroacoustic and other relevant factors that
in#uence #ow noise generation in ducts. Observations have already demonstrated
[3}8] that #ow-induced resonance can be a generator of coherent sound, while
similar mechanisms can provide selective ampli"cation of existing acoustic
excitation [5]. The "rst objective, which is the subject of this paper, is to produce
reliable estimates of the coherent sound power #ux at a sequence of stations along
the #ow path and, in particular, those that lie on either side of suspected sources of
#ow noise. However, the measurement of power #ux in highly reactive systems at
practically representative #ow velocities was found to be fraught with di$culties.
One signi"cant factor is the presence of boundary layer and other #ow-induced
pressure #uctuations at the wall, while another is the low signal level that exists
over those parts of the spectrum where the attenuation is high; the two factors
combining to produce adverse signal-to-noise ratios. To concentrate on the "rst
objective, and provide a baseline for future work, a #ow duct con"guration was
chosen where coherent #ow noise sources were expected to be negligible [5]. This
was indeed borne out by the results of the measurements as is discussed in section 6.

2. THE DUCT SYSTEM

The duct system under investigation consists of a simple expansion chamber
connected to inlet and outlet pipes, where Figure 1 shows the geometry, direction of
#ow and microphone positions. The inlet and outlet pipes are of polythene with
1 mm wall thickness, the expansion chamber of ABS with 3 mm wall thickness and
the expansion chamber ends of plywood with 25 mm thickness. The component
parts are securely glued and sealed together with silicone sealant.

Flow is provided by two electric fans via a large silencer chamber and is
monitored using an ori"ce plate, calibrated against a traversed pitot-static tube.
Acoustic excitation is via a loudspeaker horn compression driver attached to a side
branch.



Figure 1. Geometry of duct system. Dimensions in mm.
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3. MEASUREMENT METHOD

The two-microphone method, using a pair of #ush-mounted wall microphones
[9, 10], is a well-established and proven technique for estimating the acoustic
properties of, and the acoustic quantities within, a duct system. It has been
available ever since the development of digital signal acquisition and processing
facilities in the early 1970s and provides a practical alternative to standing wave
measurements. Initially, this method was applied successfully to the estimation of
acoustic behaviour in uniform pipes at #ow Mach numbers up to 0)3, [9] and 0)1
[10], combined with excitation levels well above those of the local boundary layer
pressure #uctuations. Pairs of microphones are placed axially along each section of
duct of interest, and the auto- and cross-spectra determined from the microphone
pressure}time histories may then be processed to yield estimates of pressure
spectra, forward and backward wave components, system transfer functions or
sound power #ux.

3.1. DETERMINATION OF WAVE COMPONENTS

Consider two microphones spaced a distance l apart. The #uctuating acoustic
pressure at any point and frequency may be expressed as the sum of forward (in the
direction of #ow) and backward propagating wave components having complex
spectral amplitudes pL ` and pL ~ respectively. Thus, with one-dimensional waves,

pL (x, u)"pL `e~+k
L `x#pL ~e~+k

L ~x, (1)

where, to "rst order in Mach number (M"u
0
/c

0
),

kL `"

k#a(1!j )
(1#M)

and kL ~"

k#a(1!j )
(1!M)

(2a,b)

are the forward and backward complex wavenumbers respectively, k"u/c
0
, a is

the viscothermal attenuation coe$cient de"ned as

a"(1/ac
0
) (lu/2)0>5 [1#(c!1)Pr~0>5], (2c)

where a is the pipe radius, l is the kinematic viscosity, c is the ratio of speci"c heats,
Pr is the Prandtl number, u

0
is the mean #ow velocity and c

0
is the speed of sound.

One reviewer pointed out that a more exact set of expressions than equations 2(a}c)
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was available [11]. However, in the present case, the Stokes number, a (u/l)0>5, was
su$ciently large that any errors resulting from the adoption of equations (2) rather
than the more exact expressions, were always less than 0)02% and thus su$ciently
small to be neglected.

Upon arbitrarily assigning x"0 to be the position of microphone d1, the
pressures at the two microphones may be written as

pL
1
(u)"pL `#pL ~ and pL

2
(u)"pL `e~+k

L
`l#e+k

L
~l. (3a,b)

Let GK
12

be the cross-spectrum between the pressures at microphones d1 and d2
estimated from the time histories for the two microphones. From equation (3)

GK
12
"pL *

1
pL
2
"(pL `#pL ~)*(pL `e~+k

L
`l#pL ~e+k

L
~l), (4a,b)

and similarly, upon letting G
11

be the autospectrum of the pressure at microphone
d1,

G
11
"pL *

1
pL
1
"(pL `#pL ~)*(pL `#pL ~). (5a,b)

Writing the complex ratio of the backward to forward pressure wave amplitudes as
a complex pressure re#ection coe$cient at the position x"0,

RK "pL ~/pL `, (6)

and dividing equation (4) by equation (5) yields

GK
12

G
11

"

e~+k
L `l#RK e~+k

L ~l

1#RK
. (7)

from which the pressure re#ection coe$cient may be found in terms of the two
measured quantities and the (assumed) known values of k, M and a, yielding

RK "!G
GK

12
!G

11
e~+k

L `l

GK
12

!G
11

e+k
L ~l H . (8)

Alternatively, the quantity GK
12

/G
11

in equation (7) can be expressed as the
H

1
transfer function HK

12
"pL

2
/pL

1
, upon rewriting equation (8) as

RK "!G
HK

12
!e~+k

L `l

HK
12
!e+k

L ~l H . (8a)

From equations (5) and (6),

DpL ` D"
(G

11
)1@2

D1#RK D
and pL ~"RK pL `. (9a,b)

The fact that equation (9a) yields only the modulus of pL ` does not matter as the
phase of pL ` can arbitrarily be chosen as zero without loss of generality, while pL ~ is
complex in general. The phase of the pressure components derived from other
microphone pairs in the system, relative to that at a single chosen reference
microphone (d1), can then be determined by measuring the cross-spectrum or
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transfer function between one microphone of the pair and microphone d1: thus,

pL $
n(ref)

"pL $
n

HK
1n

(pL `
1
#pL ~

1
)

(pL `
n
#pL ~

n
)

or pL $
n(ref)

"pL $
n

GK
1n

(pL `
1
#pL ~

1
)*(pL `

n
#pL ~

n
)
. (10a,b)

One should note that the e!ectiveness of the decomposition depends upon how
coherent the quantities pL ` and pL ~ are, since the presence of #ow-induced or other
incoherent noise will compromise the resultant spectral estimates. Also, the
two-microphone method relies upon di!erences between the pressure signals at the
two microphones. Upon ignoring propagation losses and #ow, the two pressure
signals are identical when kl"nn, where n is any integer; the method will yield poor
results when the distance between the microphones is close to multiples of half an
acoustic wavelength. It is recommended that the spacing between the microphones
be kept to within a half wavelength of the highest frequency of interest.
A plane-wave assumption is inherent in the above analysis; for a uniform duct with
steady, uniform #ow, this limits the upper frequency of application to that
corresponding to a Helmholtz number given by ka(1)84(1!M2)0>5.

3.2. DETERMINATION OF SOUND POWER FLUX

Two methods may be used to determine the sound intensity and hence sound
power #ux in a section of the duct. In one, a "nite-di!erence approximation is used
to determine the sound pressure and particle velocity at a plane between two
closely spaced microphones; the sound intensity is then derived from an estimate of
the cross-spectrum between the two microphones (see reference [12]); thus

I
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22
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In the second method, the sound intensity is calculated from the forward and
backward pressure wave components estimated by using equations (8) and (9)
above (see reference [13]); thus, for su$ciently large Stokes numbers and high
Reynolds numbers,

I
T
"I`!I~"(1/o

0
c
0
) (DpL ` D2(1#M )2!DpL ~ D2(1!M)2 ), (12a,b)

to a close approximation. The second method does not require closely spaced
microphones as it relies on a sort of wavenumber curve "t between the
microphones rather than the linear gradient approximations of the "rst method. It
is shown in section 5.2 that, for the system under consideration here, the two
methods yield similar results except at the highest frequencies.
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3.3. CHOICE OF MICROPHONE POSITION

The microphones used to monitor the pressures within the duct system may be
either mounted in the #ow, or in the duct wall. Use of the former positions yields
an output signal which is dominated by high levels of #ow-induced noise due
to the "nite size of the microphone; such noise would not exist in the absence of the
microphone and is therefore of no interest. Attempts to shield the microphones
from the #ow by using porous layers for example, leads to #ow-dependent
microphone sensitivity and therefore calibration di$culties; the resultant larger
structure may also a!ect the #ow. Mounting the microphones in, and #ush with,
the duct wall removes this problem, but high levels of boundary layer noise are
still present. The latter method has been chosen for these investigations, using
miniature electret microphones close coupled to short (3 mm long) 1 mm outside
diameter probe tubes #ush-mounted in the wall. The resonance frequency of the
Helmholtz resonator set up between the cavity in front of the microphone and the
probe tube was approximately 5 kHz which is outside the frequency range of
interest.

The optimum axial position for the microphones depends upon the duct sys-
tem under test, and on the acoustic quantities of interest. When considering
plane impedance discontinuities with zero #ow, such as samples in an impedance
tube, it is good practice to mount the microphone pair close to the plane where
the acoustic properties are required [14]. However, mounting the microphones
too close to non-planar discontinuities, such as changes in cross-sectional
area, invalidates the plane-wave assumptions due to the presence of evancescent
near "eld pressure #uctuations associated with higher order duct modes.
Furthermore, in the presence of #ow, such discontinuities give rise to #ow-
induced pressure #uctuations which are also generally localized close to the
discontinuity. For these reasons, it is recommended that the nearest microphone be
mounted at least three pipe-diameters from any area discontinuity such as an open
pipe-end.

3.4. MICROPHONE CALIBRATION

The acoustic "eld within a duct system is necessarily highly reactive at the low
Helmholtz numbers (ka) of interest, thus the phase, and hence the imaginary part, of
the cross-spectra used in the estimation of power #ux is very close to zero over
much of the frequency band. Accurate, in situ calibration of the microphones is
therefore crucial to the success or otherwise of the subsequent measurement
methods (see, for example, reference [10]). The calibration method chosen involves
physically interchanging each pair of microphones. Firstly, the two microphones
are placed in position and the transfer function between their outputs is measured
yielding HK

A
. The two microphones are then interchanged, including all signal path

elements (recorder channel, ampli"er, etc.) and the measurement repeated yielding
HK

B
. The required (calibration independent) transfer function of interest is then

HK "(HK
A
HK

B
)0>5. The phase of the square root of the product of the two

measurements is, in general, ambiguous (due to the possibility of wrapping); so to
avoid such complications, the square roots should be evaluated prior to the
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product; thus

HK "HK 0>5
A

HK 0>5
B

where HK 0>5
i

"DHK
i
D0>5 exp ( j arg(HK

i
)/2). (13)

Wrapping cannot then occur as the sum of the phases of the two square-rooted
measurements will always be less than 2n. This method is repeated for each pair of
microphones in turn yielding relative microphone calibration data. The
(approximate) absolute calibration of one microphone only is then required if
absolute sound pressure levels are important.

4. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS METHOD

The output signals from the "ve microphones were recorded onto a multi-track
digital tape recorder which was then played back into a multi-channel computer
data acquisition system and stored as 16-bit data. This method gives freedom for
experimentation with various data analysis methods and was therefore preferred, in
this case, over the use of a dedicated multi-channel analysis package. All analysis
was carried out using custom-written code on a 200 MHz RISC computer. The use
of adequate frequency resolution in the analysis is important if bias errors are to be
minimized [14]. A frequency resolution of 1 Hz was found to yield the optimum
compromise between analysis time and bias error, through studies of the coherence
function associated with the transfer function measurements. Ten minutes of data
was analyzed for each measurement run, giving rise to 1200 process averages with
Hanning windowing and 50% overlap. An analogue anti-aliasing "lter set having
a cut-o! frequency of 1300 Hz was employed throughout these tests; data above
this frequency are therefore deemed unreliable.

4.1. RANDOM EXCITATION

Experiments were carried out using a white noise signal as input to the
loudspeaker. This form of acoustic excitation is commonplace in both static and
#ow acoustic studies and is the automatic &&"rst choice'' broadband test signal.
Figure 2(a) shows the H

1
transfer function (pL

2
/pL

1
) measured between microphones

d1 and d2 of the duct system using white noise excitation with a #ow Mach
number M"0)1, while Figure 2(b) shows the coherence function for the
measurement. The sound pressure level of the acoustic signal at microphones d1
and d2 was 131 dB SP¸ which was greater than 10 dB above that of the boundary
layer noise.

As the microphones were mounted close to a simple open pipe-end, one would
expect the transfer function between them to be a relatively simple function of
frequency. This is not the case in Figure 2(a), and inspection of the coherence
(Figure 2(b)) reveals only limited bands of frequencies over which the measured
result can be considered valid. Clearly, although the r.m.s. level of the acoustic
excitation was much larger than that of the boundary layer noise, the wide
variations in acoustic level with frequency at the exit of a resonant expansion
chamber yield inadequate signal-to-noise ratios over much of the bandwidth. As



Figure 2(a). Modulus (**) and phase (} } }) of transfer function HK
12

measured when using
random excitation with Mach Number M"0)1; (b) Coherence function for measurement in 2(a).
(c) Autospectrum of output of microphone d1 for measurement in 2(a) with acoustic excitation
(**) and without (}} }).
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the acoustic signal and the boundary layer noise are both random, separation of the
two is di$cult. Figure 2(c) shows the autospectrum of the output from microphone
d1 with and without acoustic excitation. A comparison between these and Figure
3(c) (see section 4.2) shows that the dips in acoustic signal level are buried in the
noise #oor. Raising the acoustic excitation level to help overcome the
signal-to-noise ratio problem is impractical for three reasons: the loudspeaker may
overload; the microphones may overload; and the propagation of acoustic waves



Figure 3(a). Modulus (**) and phase (} } }) of transfer function HK
12

measured using swept-sine
excitation with selective averaging: mach number M"0)1. (b) coherence function for measurement in
3(a). (c) autospectrum of output of microphone d1 for measurement in 2(a) with acoustic excitation
(**) and without (}} }).
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will become non-linear. Results such as that shown in Figure 2 are unacceptable for
acoustic power #ux estimation; a more precise method has been devised which
utilizes a slow sine-sweep signal.

4.2. SINE-SWEEP EXCITATION

In an attempt to overcome the signal-to-noise ratio problems encountered using
random noise excitation, a slow sine-sweep signal was used to excite the duct
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system. This signal was generated digitally and recorded onto one channel of the
digital tape; the remaining channels were then used to record the pressure signals
from the microphones. Thus, the excitation signal and the resulting pressure signals
were always synchronous in time. Furthermore, it was then relatively easy to tailor
the digitally generated signal so that the sweep rate varied with time; setting
a slower sweep rate at low frequencies, where the signal-to-noise ratio is poorest,
resulted in improvements in the results at low frequencies. It is also possible to
tailor the amplitude of the signal to improve the signal-to-noise ratio at some
frequencies, although this was not attempted for the measurements described
herein. Because the frequency of the sweep is known at any particular point in time,
it is possible to exclude from the averaging process all frequencies except those
within a narrow band around the known centre frequency. This temporally
synchronous, frequency-exclusive, averaging process is latter referred to as selective
averaging. Figure 3(a) shows the results of carrying out analysis of this nature on
the microphone output signals with excitation in the form of a 10 min swept-sine
signal and a #ow Mach number M"0)1. The sound pressue level of the acoustic
excitation varied with frequency between 100 and 140 dB at microphones d1 and
d2; the overall time-averaged level being 131 dB; Figure 3(b) shows the coherence
function for this measurement, and Figure 3(c) the autospectrum of the output of
microphone d1 with and without acoustic excitation.

A comparison between Figure 2, using random excitation and conventional
analysis, and Figure 3, using swept-since excitation and selective averaging, shows
that it is possible to separate out the required acoustic signal from the random
boundary layer noise by using swept-sine techniques, even when the signal-to-noise
ratio is much less than unity.

5. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS AND PREDICTIONS

Computer codes exist for the prediction of the acoustic properties of ducts with
#ow. The predictions of one such code (APEX, with an appropriately modi"ed
output; see reference [1, 2]), written by the second author are presented below for
comparison with the measured results. Good agreement between the predictions
and measurements is assumed to validate both the code and the measurement
technique.

5.1. ACOUSTIC TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Figure 4(a) shows a comparison between the predicted and measured transfer
functions HK

13
between microphones d1 and d3 with zero #ow using swept-sine

excitation and selective averaging. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) are as Figure 4(a) but for
#ow Mach numbers (M) of 0)1 and 0)2 respectively. Figures 5(a)}5(c) show similar
comparisons between the predicted and measured transfer functions HK

15
between

microphone d1 and the free "eld microphone d5 with zero #ow and Mach
numbers of 0)1 and 0)2 respectively. The somewhat ragged appearance of the
measured results is probably due to room e!ects; the experiments were carried out



Figure 4(a). Measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) transfer function HK
13

with zero #ow;
(b) measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) transfer function HK

13
with Mach number M"0)1.

(c) measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) transfer function HK
13

with Mach number M"0)2.
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Figure 5(a). Measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) transfer function HK
15

with zero #ow;
(b). measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) transfer function HK

15
with Mach number M"0)1;

(c). measured (**) versus predicted (}} }) transfer function HK
15

with Mach number M"0)2.
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in a large, acoustically &&dead'', but non-anechoic laboratory, with a layer of
absorbent wedges on the #oor under the open termination.

5.2. ACOUSTIC POWER FLUX

The measured transfer functions were used to estimate the forward and
backward pressure wave components by using equations (9), from which the net
acoustic power #ux may be estimated according to equation (12). For clarity and
ease of comparison, all power #ux results and predictions are normalized to the
forward (with-#ow) acoustic power (I` ) in the inlet pipe. Figures 6}8 respectively
show comparisons between the predicted and measured normalized acoustic power
#ux in the outlet pipe for zero #ow, M"0)1 and 0)2.

Figures 9}11 respectively show comparisons between the predicted and
measured normalized acoustic power radiated from the open pipe-end for zero
Figure 6. Measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) normalized acoustic power #ux in outlet pipe
with zero #ow.

Figure 7. Measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) normalized acoustic power #ux in outlet pipe
with Mach number M"0)1.



Figure 8. Measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) normalized acoustic power #ux in outlet pipe
with Mach number M"0)2.

Figure 9. Measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) normalized acoustic power radiated from the
open pipe-end with zero #ow.
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#ow, M"0)1 and M"0)2. The measured radiated power was estimated from the
autospectrum of the output of microphone d5 (mounted at a distance r of 300 mm
from, and normal to, the pipe axis and in line with the open pipe-end)

=
f
+4nr2 DG

55
D2/o

0
c
0
, (14)

and the predicted radiated power was estimated [16}19] from

=
r
"

D1!R D2
K

p
[1!(KM)2/3]
[1#(KM)2]3

DpL ` D2S
(oc)

pipe

, (15)

where K"c
pipe

/c
0
, p is the radiation e$ciency and S is the cross-sectional area of

the pipe.



Figure 10. Measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) normalized acoustic power radiated from the
open pipe-end with Mach number M"0)1.

Figure 11. Measured (**) versus predicted (} } }) normalized acoustic power radiated from the
open pipe-end with Mach number M"0)2.

Figure 12. Comparison between the acoustic power #ux in the outlet pipe with Mach number
M"0)1 by using equation (11) (**) and equation (12) (} } }).
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Finally, Figure 12 shows a comparison between the acoustic power #ux in the
outlet pipe estimated from the pressure wave components by using equations (9)
and (12) with that estimated directly from the cross-spectra by using equation (11).
Similar results are found except at high frequencies.

6. DISCUSSION

The measurement results presented in this paper demonstrate the problems
associated with the estimation of acoustic quantities in duct systems with #ow.
Conventional measurement techniques using broadband excitation may yield
excellent results under no-#ow conditions, but the accuracy and reliability of such
measurements can su!er in the presence of signi"cant #ow due to inadequate
signal-to-noise ratios. Although fairly gross measurement errors may be tolerable
when considering global system properties, such as pressure transfer functions,
further processing of the measurements to yield estimates of (particularly) acoustic
power #ux reveals the need for greater precision. To the authors' knowledge, these
di$culties have precluded detailed study of acoustic power #ux in highly reactive
duct systems to date, and as a result, much confusion surrounds topics such as
acoustic sources and sinks at discontinuities.

It is shown that the signal-to-noise ratio problems can be greatly reduced by
adopting a slow swept-sine technique with selective averaging. The resultant
cross-spectra and transfer functions are su$ciently precise to yield reliable
estimates of the nett sound power #ux in a duct}even in a highly reactive sound
"eld}provided great care is taken over in situ microphone calibration. One should
note in passing that the success of this technique depends on the selective averaging,
if a swept-sine signal is used with conventional analysis, results tend to be worse
than when using random noise excitation.

Figure 3(c) shows the autospectrum of the output of microphone d1 estimated
by using this technique, along with that obtained (by using conventional analysis)
in the absence of acoustic excitation, that is, with the boundary layer noise alone.
Somewhat surprisingly, the selective averaging technique yields values of
autospectrum that are more than 10 dB below the noise #oor at some frequencies;
a result made possible by the exclusion of these frequencies from the averaging
process when the sine-sweep frequency is away from these values. Figure 2(c), in
comparison, demonstrates that the autospectrum can never drop below the noise
#oor with conventional analysis.

Figures 4 and 5 show comparisons between predictions of acoustic transfer
functions, by using the appropriate predictive software, and measurements by using
sine-sweep excitation and selective averaging. The predictions and measurements
are seen to agree well for all transfer functions under all #ow conditions. The
&&raggedness'' of the measured results in Figure 5 are due to room e!ects; the open
pipe-end was suspended at a height of some 2 m above a solid #oor covered locally
with acoustic wedges, the re#ection from which gives rise to comb-"ltering with
a frequency period of approximately 85 Hz. The laboratory in which the
measurements were taken also contains other experimental apparatus which
further add to the unevenness of the spectrum of the output of microphone d5.
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The driving force behind this investigation is the study of #ow-induced acoustic
sources within pipe systems. Precise measurements of nett acoustic power #ux are
required either side of suspected source sites to identify and quantify such sources in
real systems. In this context, Figures 6}11 show comparisons between predicted
and measured acoustic power #ux for the system under test where the predictions
and measurements are seen to agree closely. The measurement technique described
herein can therefore be used in conjunction with the reliable linear predictions to
study the propagation of acoustic energy through pipe systems, assuming that any
signi"cant di!erences between prediction and measurement can be interpreted as
possibly being due to #ow-induced sources or sinks, since the predictive code
completely neglects their presence. The close agreement found between predictions
and measurements for the current expansion chamber, where the gap between inlet
and outlet pipes exceeded 10 pipe diameters, suggests that, as expected, coherent
#ow noise generation, if present, was hardly signi"cant in this case; a result that was
in good agreement with previous observation [5]. There were some indications, not
illustrated here, of unexplained acoustic behaviour at the #ow expansion into the
chamber, which is the subject of a current investigation.

The raggedness of the measured result at low frequencies in Figure 6, the no-#ow
result, is due to the pressure re#ection coe$cient being very close to unity at the
open pipe-end with zero #ow. The phase of the transfer function between
microphones d1 and d2 is therefore very close to zero and the nett power #ux is
only 0)1% or so of the total #uctuating acoustic energy in the system. Even slower
sweep rates would be necessary to yield better results without #ow, but luckily, the
situation is improved when #ow is present as demonstrated in Figures 7 and 8.
These show how power #ux increases with #ow in accordance with equations (11)
and (12).

A further bene"t to the use of the selective averaging technique, not investigated
at the time of writing, is the possibility of studying the propagation of individual
harmonics of the excitation signal through the duct system. The technique, as
described, yields results based upon the fundamental frequency of the excitation at
a point in time } excluding all other frequencies } including any harmonics. It is
likely that #ow-induced non-linear acoustic source mechanisms, when coupled to
resonant systems, may generate harmonics of the excitation frequency as well as, or
instead of, the fundamental. The changes to the analysis algorithms necessary to
reveal information about such harmonics are straightforward.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The swept-sine/selective averaging measurement technique described herein,
along with the in situ calibration method, is shown to yield precise and reliable
estimates of acoustic power #ux within highly reactive duct systems with #ow.
Comparisons between the measurements and predictions from the APEX
computer code, with appropriately modi"ed output, show encouraging agreement,
and it is assumed that this agreement serves to validate both the code and the
measurement technique. The encouraging results open up the possibility of the
detailed study of #ow-induced acoustic sources in ducts.
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